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SYNOPSIS Problem sera from 375 blood donors were investigated for biological false-positive reactions to serological tests for syphilis. Problem sera are those sera in which submitting laboratories have found a reactive result to a screening test for syphilis. On each serum a cardiolipin Wassermann reaction, a Venereal Disease Research Laboratory test, a Reiter protein-complement fixation test, a Treponema pallidum immobilization test, and a fluorescent treponemal antibody absorption test were performed.

Of the sera 49.9% were found to be non-reactive in all five tests, 28.8% gave results indicating a diagnosis of syphilis, and 21.3% showed biological false-positive reactions.

There were 80 sera from blood donors which gave biological false-positive reactions. A further specimen of serum from 67 of these donors was tested after an interval of a minimum of six months. Sixty-six of the sera showed chronic biological false-positive reactions. Some donors were only found reactive for the first time after they had given very many donations of blood.

It is concluded that sudden blood loss, as in blood donation, appears to stimulate the production of excess reagin in certain individuals, causing a chronic biological false positive reaction to serological tests for syphilis. This may only appear after several blood donations have been made.

The introduction of the Treponema pallidum immobilization (TPI) and fluorescent treponemal antibody absorption tests, both specific tests for syphilis, has helped to clarify the problem of non-specific reactive results to routine serological tests for syphilis. These non-specific reactions, usually called biological false-positive reactions, are, in the majority of cases, reactive results to reagin detection tests in the absence of any history or clinical signs of infection. There are two types of biological false-positive reactions: acute, which tend to disappear in a few days to a few months, and chronic, which last over six months and sometimes for life.

In a recent review of 753 problem sera sent to the laboratory for TPI testing it was found that of 88 sera from blood donors, 22 gave biological false-positive reactions and a further 22 reactions indicating syphilis (Garner, 1970). It was felt that blood loss may, in some individuals, be responsible for the production of excess reagin and false-positive reactions to serological tests for syphilis.

The study reported here was undertaken to see if blood donors whose sera were showing biological false-positive reactions at the time of donation were giving acute or chronic reactions.

Materials and Methods

The sera received from blood donors were all 'problem' sera, that is, a reactive screening test for syphilis had been found by the submitting laboratory. The following tests were carried out...
on each serum: cardiolipin Wassermann reaction (CWR), Venereal Disease Research Laboratory (VDRL) test, Reiter protein-complement fixation (RPCF) test, fluorescent treponemal antibody absorption (FTA-ABS) test, and a Treponema pallidum immobilization (TPI) test.

Those sera which gave non-reactive FTA-ABS and TPI test results and reactive results in any of the other three tests were considered to give non-specific or biological false-positive reactions. Another specimen of serum from these donors was tested after a minimum of six months from the finding of the original biological false-positive reaction.

Results

Problem sera were received from 375 blood donors. One hundred and eighty-seven or 49.9% of the sera were found to be non-reactive in all five tests and therefore these sera were from donors who neither had syphilis nor did their sera show biological false-positive reactions. The reactive screening test results found on these sera by the submitting laboratories were probably due to the use of oversensitive antigens or faulty technique. One hundred and eight or 28.8% of the sera gave reactive results to some or all of the CWR, VDRL, and RPCF tests, as well as reactive TPI and FTA-ABS test results. Thus these 108 sera were from donors who either had or had had syphilis. The remaining 80 or 21.3% of the sera showed reactive results to the reagin and or RPCF tests and non-reactive TPI and FTA-ABS test results, ie, showed biological false-positive reactions (Table).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result of Reaction</th>
<th>No. of Sera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neither syphilis nor biological false-positive reaction</td>
<td>187 (49.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syphilis</td>
<td>108 (28.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological false-positive</td>
<td>80 (21.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>375 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Results on serological testing of 375 problem sera from blood donors

Another specimen of serum was tested from 67 of these 80 blood donors after an interval of from six months to two years. The remaining 13 blood donors in the group either could not be contacted or refused to cooperate.

Serum from one donor which had shown a weakly reactive VDRL test result on initial testing was non-reactive in all five tests when the second specimen was examined. This was the only serum to show an acute biological false-positive reaction.

Sera from the remaining 66 blood donors gave non-reactive TPI and FTA-ABS test results and similar reactive results to the CWR, VDRL, and/or RPCF tests, as was found when the original specimen of serum was tested. These 66 sera, which showed chronic biological false-positive reactions, gave reactive test results as follows: CWR only 3, VDRL only 29, CWR and VDRL only 28, VDRL and RPCF only 1, and CWR, VDRL, and RPCF only 5.

Discussion

This paper deals only with problem sera from blood donors and the significance of the percentage of biological false-positive and syphilitic reactions found must be viewed in this context. The blood donors in this survey were all apparently healthy, unpaid volunteers who showed no obvious signs of illness.

The majority of biological false-positive reactions found were chronic, only one in 67 being an acute reaction. Of the 66 sera which showed chronic false-positive reactions, 64 were from people who had given many blood donations and two were found at the first donation. The submitting laboratory reported that a reactive screening test was first found in the serum of 32 donors as follows: four at the second, one at the third, three at each of the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth, one at the tenth, three at the nineteenth, two at the twentieth, two at the twenty-second, and four at the twenty-fourth donation. Thus, multiple blood donation appears to increase the possibility of certain donors becoming chronic false-positive reactors. Moore and Mohr in 1952 listed repeated blood loss, as in multiple donations for transfusion, as a cause of biological false-positive reactions, but did not distinguish between acute and chronic reactions.

As would be expected in sera showing biological false positive reactions, the VDRL titre was higher than the corresponding CWR titre in most of the 28 sera in this group.

This investigation differs from that of Barnard and Rein (1946), in that they found transient reactions following blood donation. They investigated 300 healthy seronegative blood donors. Postdonation sera were examined, biological false-positive reactions being shown by almost 10%, most of which converted to non-reactive within eight weeks following the original blood donation. They suggested that bleeding could be a factor in producing positive serological reactions for syphilis. However, their series were of acute biological false-positive reactions following blood donation, whereas our series is of biological false-positive reactions first found at the time of blood donation, these reactions still being present at least six months after the original donation and thus chronic reactions.

It appears from our results that in susceptible individuals sudden blood loss, as in blood dona-
tion, can stimulate the immune mechanism to produce excess reagin, with resultant biological false-positive reactions to serological tests for syphilis. Most of these seem to be chronic reactions. In certain people multiple blood donation plays some part in the production of the chronic reaction, probably due to repeated stimulation of the immune mechanism.

Reactive screening tests for syphilis found in the serum of blood donors should always be investigated further, preferably by using the TPI and FTA-ABS tests, as, apart from biological false-positive reactions, a number will indicate a diagnosis of syphilis.
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